
Test automation services
Test automation is key to all efficient SDLCs and enables faster releases with
fewer bugs. We deploy an end-to-end test automation strategy keeping in
mind the specific risks of your business ecosystem to extract maximum value
from automation processes and tools.

Enable app stability and high performance with



91%

90%

How Test automation 
brings value

90% of IT leaders acknowledge test
automation as the single most important
factor in accelerating innovation.

91% organizations reported a positive
return on their test automation
investment.

Cost-saving

Fast development and
delivery

High app quality and
performance

Fast development and
delivery

Improved accuracy

Those who fail to see the value of test
automation, also fail to understand a
lot of other things about software
testing.

Alan Page
VP engineering services
Unity Technologies

We automate tests around your
business needs
Reduced cost, improved quality, faster releases, etc. are the goals that businesses
like you wish to achieve with test automation. Our QA experts carefully assess your
business model and expertly define a test automation strategy that revolves around
your priorities and guarantees bug-free products.

https://www.forrester.com/report/Five-Key-Trends-To-Benchmark-DevOps-Progress/RES120481
https://www.forrester.com/report/Five-Key-Trends-To-Benchmark-DevOps-Progress/RES120481
https://www.linkedin.com/in/susanbaileypierce


Get end-to-end quality test
automation services
Test automation involves multiple stages and we bring you the best resources and
expertise at all stages of the process. With us, you can expect 

The most meticulous planning and resource selection

Robust setup and maintenance of test automation environment

The most careful execution of test script

Comprehensive analysis of test data, and more

Automated UI/UX testing

With the right tools and a diverse test environment, we make sure your web and
mobile applications deliver the most engaging user experience.

Our automation experts help you reduce the human effort needed in UI testing
with relevant scripts for every scenario and feature. With automated tests,
we’ll:

Simulate user interactions with the app’s UI
Automate user inputs to test functionality
Implement UI tests in parallel with the development phase
Produce and assess the testing results

Our specialized test 
automation services



Automated integration testing
Our QA experts use comprehensive automation testing to cover every
possible interaction for the features.

Compared to manual testing, our automated integration tests come with
multiple benefits. Some of them are:

Better guarantee that each feature works as expected
Less time to carry out test leading to faster releases
Better design and implementation flexibility with more comprehensive
test cases

Automated API testing
We help you validate business logic faster and more accurately
with automated API testing.

Our skilled test engineers use automated API testing to:

Align development and QA with CI/CD pipelines
Give you the ability to scale with ease, and
Save time and resources spent on testing

Tools we use



Key Deliverables

You are in good hands

Delivery mindset and untiring
commitment to your goals

Use of proven strategies and
frameworks for higher consistency

Test driven development to shorten
cycle times

Superior test coverage with unified
testing of web, mobile, and native
apps.

Best coding practices and
comprehensive reviews 

We are always on time and thrive
on aggressive deadlines

Feedback driven processes for
better identification of user issues

Big enough to scale, small
enough to care

Comprehensive assessment of
automation requirements

Creation of regression test
suites

Test case document with test
case designs

Detailed test summary
report

Detailed test plan with scope
of testing for the sprint

Detailed report covering KPIs like
test coverage and defects 

Automated test script creation
and execution



Transform your business
with Simform! 

Call: (321) 237-2727 
Email: hello@simform.com

www.simform.com

Trusted by
Fortune 500 companies

Take the first step towards faster releases and fewer
bugs.

Schedule a 30 minute, 

no-cost consulting call now!

http://www.simform.com/

